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Erie Otters Fox Leading the Way 

Fox's Otters targeting Memorial Cup Appearance 
 

Following in the footsteps of retired professionals Ken Houston (Dresden), Dave Gagner (Chatham), 

Jeff Jackson (Dresden), Todd Warriner (Blenheim) and current NHLers Ryan Jones (Chatham) and TJ 
Brodie (Dresden), Thamesville’s Dane Fox is seeking out a similar future in hockey that similarly began 
in the small town rinks scattered throughout the Municipality of Chatham-Kent. Playing in his overage 
season, Fox has found a comfort zone in Erie after being part of a major trade (on January 5th, 2012) 
that witnessed Greg McKegg, Brett Cook and Tyson Teichmann going to the London Knights in 
exchange for Dane Fox, Troy Donnay and a pair of second round picks. After playing parts of three 
seasons with the powerhouse Knights, Fox joined a young and inexperienced Otters team where he 
soon discovered that the new opportunity would benefit his hockey career.  
 

Erie`s Dane Fox has celebrated a lot of goals this 
season, 38 to be exact (OHL Images - Aaron Bell) 

Playing big minutes in all situations with Erie, scouts began to take notice of his game that features both grit and skill. After the trade, Fox 
finished the 2012-13 season strong producing nearly a point-per-game pace (28GP-10G-12A-22P) with his new squad which eventually 
earned him an invite to the CHL/NHL Top Prospects Game as an injury replacement. Despite being ranked as high as 48th by NHL Central 
Scouting, Dane Fox was passed over in his draft year and, again, in his second time through the entry draft after a season of battling 
injuries.  
 
The ability to persevere through challenging times has helped Fox appreciate the opportunities he has been presented with and recognize 
the intricacies of the game that it takes to be successful And, successful is likely an understatement for the fifth year OHLer considering Fox 
is ripping the OHL up in his final season. The Erie Otters have matured into a powerhouse team chalked full of talent from top to bottom. 
With the turn of the calendar month to December, the Otters’ currently ice two of the OHL's premiere goaltenders. Otters netminders have 

taken home back to back OHL Goaltender of the Month honours after Blue Jackets prospect Oscar Dansk had an outstanding October  and 
Devin Williams (eligible for the 2014 NHL Draft) mirrored his accomplishments in November. The accolades didn`t end there as Dane Fox`s 
dominating November earned him OHL Player of the Month recognition following in the footsteps of Connor McDavid, who just happened to 
receive the honours in October.  
 

The Erie Otters have been dominating and sit atop the entire Canadian Hockey League as the number one ranked franchise with an 
impressive 26-4-1-0 record. Shift after shift, Otters' coach Kris Knoblauch has the luxury of sending out dynamic offensive players such as 
Connor Brown (current OHL scoring leader and Maple Leafs prospect), André Burakovsky (Washington Capitals prospect), Dylan Strome 
(2013 2nd overall selection), recently acquired Brendan Gaunce (Vancouver Canucks prospect), Adam Pelech (New York Islanders 
prospect), the exceptional Connor McDavid (projected top selection for 2015 NHL Draft) and, of course, Dane Fox – the team's gritty leader 
who has proven he will do anything to win. There is no shortage of firepower in Erie.  

 
Fox`s recent personal accomplishments (OHL Player of the Week and OHL Player of the Month) are even more 
inspiring after both recognitions came during the week that Dane lost his grandfather forcing him to play with a 
heavy heart. Heading into week 14, Fox enjoys the OHL's longest goal streak tallying 17 goals in nine games 

straight and his 40 goals bests the next player (Sudbury`s Nathan Pancel) by 11. The former product of the 
Chatham-Kent Cyclones program has racked up 22 multipoint games including a career high 5-point game. Dane 
has posted a 4-point game four times, four 3-point contests, 13 times he's scored 2-points and has been held off 

the score sheet just four times in 31 games this season. For the first time in his OHL career, Fox is producing at 
over a point-per-game pace…actually, well over that mark sitting at exactly two points-per-game. Besides leading 
the league in goals, number 74 of Erie sits first in game winning goals (T-11st, 6), powerplay goals (T-1st, 13), 
insurance goals (7) , shorthanded assists (3) and he has scored a nine first goals of the game (also tops in the 
league) showing how much of an impact player he has been.  
 

 After participating in the Traverse City Prospects Tournament with the St. Louis Blues it is clear that NHL teams are interested in his skills 
and as Fox continues on in his last major junior season, he should have plenty of suitors looking to sign him as an NHL free agent 
especially if he can help propel his Erie Otters to a Memorial Cup appearance by winning the OHL Championship. BR 

 

Dane Fox (Aaron Bell - OHL Images) 
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One Timer: What Does the Fox Say? 

Youngblood Hockey sits down with November’s OHL Player of the Month  
 
Youngblood Hockey`s Brendan Ross sat down with Dane Fox in a candid interview with the small town hockey celebrity. 
 
YOUNGBLOOD HOCKEY: To help answer a lifelong hockey debate, when taping your stick, do you tape heel to toe or toe to heel? 

DANE FOX: Heel to toe 

 
YH: What NHL Team is your favourite? 

DF: Since I was little I cheered for Toronto Maple Leafs. 

 
YH: You attended the Traverse City Prospect Tournament representing the St. Louis Blues, what did you take away from that experience? 

DF: I learned what it takes to play at the next level – it is one step faster and everyone is one step ahead. I also learned how important it is to 

take care of your body off of the ice.  
 
YH: Both you and your Erie Otters are red hot this season, what can you contribute your personal success to? Any changes you made to your 

game?  
DF: Paying attention to detail in practice and doing the little things that assistant coach Vince Laise has told me has helped me out a 

tremendous amount. Teaching little tricks like stopping in front of the net after you shoot, following your own rebound, shooting to score, pulling 
the puck in tight to your body and using defensemen as a screen.  
 
YH: Is there an NHL player you say you model your game after?  

DF: I try to play like Steve Ott or David Bolland, especially Bolland because he can play different roles as either a shutdown player or top-line 

scorer, accepting whatever role he’s called upon to play. 
 
YH: You’ve played in the Western Conference your entire OHL career, is there one team that is always easy to get pumped up to play?  

DF: That's a no brainer…definitely the London Knights [Dane’s former team] 

 
YH: You’ve played against a lot of OHL players, can you name one player you always found it difficult to play against?  

DF: Tommy Hughes (former London Knight). He was one of the best guys I’ve played with and I really noticed how good he was when I played 

against him as he’s a really good shutdown defenseman and that’s why the [New York] Rangers signed him. 
 
YH: Similarily, who is the most skilled player you’ve played with? 

DF: I would say it is a tie between Connor McDavid and [former London Knight] Nazem Kadri.  Very similar skilled players but I would say that 

McDavid is faster but both are very talented. They are neck and neck for me. 
 
YH: Connor McDavid – tell me what makes him so exceptional?  

DF: I would say that his love for the game sets him above the rest. He just loves playing and his speed and work ethic and passion for the 

game are great qualities.  
 
YH: You’re in your final OHL season, are there any people that you want to give a shout out to that helped you get to where you are today? 

DF: First and foremost, my family who have supported me through everything in my five years of junior hockey. Coaches in the past like Mark 

and Dale Hunter helped me out a lot…Jacques Beaulieu, and my current coaches. Last but not least, Sherry Bassin [Erie Otters GM]. He’s 
basically got me to where I am now, put his faith in me by trading for me in the Greg McKegg trade. I can’t even put into words how much 
Sherry has done for me and how appreciative I am of him sticking with me.  
 
YH: Last question, who’s going to win the OHL scoring title, Connor Brown or yourself?  

DF: [Chuckles] Well we’re roommates on the road in the hotel rooms so we came to an agreement that we would try to tie and then flip a coin 

to see who gets bragging rights. So that is what we are going to do [HaHa] 
 
 

YH: Who is your favourite NHL player (past or present)? 

DF:David Bolland 
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2014 NHL Draft  

December Rankings: 

OHL Players 

 

1st Aaron Ekblad, RD (Barrie, OHL)  

2nd Sam Bennett, LC (Kingston, OHL) 

3rd Michael Dal Colle, LW (Oshawa, OHL) 

4th Nick Ritchie, LW (Peterborough, OHL) 

5th Jared McCann, LC (Sault Ste Marie, OHL) 

6th Brendan Perlini, LW (Niagara, OHL) 

7th Roland McKeown, RD (Kingston, OHL) 

8th Tony DeAngelo, RD (Sarnia, OHL) 
9th Nikolay Goldobin, LW (Sarnia, OHL) 

10th Robby Fabbri, LC (Guelph, OHL) 

11th Joshua Ho-Sang, RW (Windsor, OHL) 
12th 11th Ryan MacInnis, LC (Kitchener, OHL)  

13th Alex Nedeljkovic, G (Plymouth, OHL) 

14th Spencer Watson, LW (Kingston, OHL) 

15th Alex Peters, LD (Plymouth, OHL) 

16th Eric Cornel, RC (Peterborough, OHL) 

17th Jacob Middleton, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 

18th Matt Mistele, LW (Plymouth, OHL) 

21st Blake Clarke, LW (North Bay, OHL) 

22nd Brendan Lemieux, LW (Barrie, OHL) 

23rd Christian Dvorak, LW (London, OHL) 

24th Michael Bunting, LW (Sault Ste. Marie, OHL) 

25th Blake Siebenaler, RD (Niagara, OHL) 

26th Cristiano DiGiacinto, RW (Windsor, OHL) 

27th Darby Llewellyn, RW (Kitchener, OHL)  

27th Kevin LeBanc, LW (Barrie, OHL) 

28th Aaron Haydon, RD (Niagara, OHL) 

29th Alex Lintuniemi, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 

30th Nick Magyar, RW (Kitchener, OHL) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9 OHLers Named to 

Team Canada 

WJHC Camp 

When Hockey Canada announced its World Junior 

Camp Roster a few weeks back, much of the 
reaction dealt with the omissions of Max Domi 
(London) and Darnell Nurse (Sault Ste. Marie) 
rather than the great talent that would be competing 
for a spot in the World`s greatest junior hockey 
tournament. 
 
Poor showings at the SUBWAY Super Series from 
Max Domi and Darnell Nurse was enough to 
eliminate the 2013 1st round picks from the running. 
However, Hockey Canada decided to go with a 
condensed 25-man camp roster to simplify the 
process and that certainly was a big factor in 
several notable omissions.   
 
Camp began December 12th and runs through the 
weekend in Toronto and nine OHL players will be in 
attendance vying for a spot to wear the coveted red 
and white jersey. Defensemen Chris Bigras 
(Attack), Aaron Ekblad (Colts), Adam Pelech 
(Otters) and forwards Josh Anderson (London), Bo 
Horvat (London), Scott Laughton (Oshawa), 
Connor McDavid (Erie) and Kerby Rychel (Guelph) 
are the OHL hopefuls for the 2013 Team Canada 
World Junior Championships.  
 
Of Note: Surprisingly, Russia opted not to include 
OHLers Sergey Tolchinsky (Greyhounds) and 
Nikolay Goldobin (Sting) on their WJHC camp 
roster. 
 
Ryan Hartman (Whalers), Anthony DeAngelo 
(Sting) & Anythony Stolarz (Knights) were named to 
the US Preliminary roster. 
 
 

OHL Power 

RANKINGS 

1. Erie Otters 
(28-4-1-0) 

2. Oshawa Generals  
(24-7-0-2) 

3. Guelph Storm  
(22-6-2-1) 

4. London Knights  
(23-6-1-1) 

5. Sault Ste. Marie Greyhounds  
(21-8-0-3) 

6. Windsor Spitfires 
(20-10-1-0) 

7. Sudbury Wolves  
(16-9-3-3) 

8. Kingston Frontenacs 
(16-10-1-2) 

9. Barrie Colts  
(16-12-1-2) 

10. Saginaw Spirit 
(16-11-4-1) 

11. Owen Sound Attack 
(15-11-2-3) 

12. North Bay Battalion  
(17-15-1-0)  

13. Mississauga Steelheads 
(13-18-1-2) 

14. Peterborough Petes 
(11-18-0-3) 

15. Plymouth Whalers 
(11-18-1-2) 

16. Kitchener Rangers 
(11-18-0-1) 

17. Ottawa 67’s 
(10-17-1-2) 

18. Sarnia Sting 
(10-18-1-2) 

19. Niagara Ice Dogs 
(8-20-2-2) 

20. Belleville Bulls 
(7-20-2-2) 
 

Team Records as of December 13th, 2013 

 

Whalers' Sandlak inks with NHL Canes  

Carolina finds another free agent in Carter Sandlak to add to prospect ranks 
 

After signing Greyhounds undrafted forward Sergey Tolchinsky to an entry level contract in the summer, Carolina 

signs fifth year OHLer Carter Sanlak of the Plymouth Whalers. Sandlak leads the team in scoring with 17 goals and 
25 points through 29 games.  
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EYE on the RINK: OHL FUTURES 

Whitby Silver Stick featured the best of the best 
 

On a cold Sunday afternoon, scouts from across the province congregated at the Iroquois Park main rink in 

Whitby, Ontario to take in a star studded Silver Stick Championship game featuring Detroit HoneyBaked and 
Toronto Jr. Canadiens teams, ranked first and second respectively in this past week's OHL Cup Top 10. It was 
a battle of Toronto and Detroit on Championship Sunday as even the semi-final contests featured the two cities 
going against one another. Detroit Honeybaked, a hockey program drawing in top talent from across the 
country, eventually defeated the Jr. Canadiens earning the 2013 Silver Stick Championship. Defeating 
Ontario`s top three squads (Toronto Jr. Canadiens, Toronto Marlboros and Vaughan Kings) by a score of 14-0 
is an impressive feat and much of that can be attributed to a standout goaltending performance from underage 
'99 goaltender Dylan St. Cyr, the son of former Tampa Bay Lightning female exhibition goaltender Manon 
Rheaume. Playing in front of a stingy defence core consisting of Ben Gleason, Ryan Bederka and Mitch Eliot, 
St-Cyr earned shutout after shutout eventually settling with five in tournament play. Up front, brothers Nick ('98) 
and Michael ('99) Pastujov led the offensive attack but Mitch Lewandowski, Noah Lalonde and Patrick 
Khodorenko (property of the WHL's Kelowna Rockets) provided waves of attack that no team could match. Nick 
Pastujov vaulted himself up draft boards and if he decides to take the OHL route you can expect plenty of 
teams ready to target the 2013 Silver Stick MVP.  
 
Falling short in the final were defensemen Jakob Chychrun and Victor Mete who were the backbones of a 
talented Toronto Jr. Canadiens squad. Scouts marveled all weekend long as Chychrun dominated the 
competition using his physical strength, superb skating skills and dazzling puck handling ability. The undersized 
Victor Mete elevated his game to Championship levels against HoneyBaked showcasing top-end skating and a 
real offensive hunger. Forward Travis Barron's work ethic was a true pleasure to watch but much of the Jr. 
Canadiens offensive attack was stifled because Honeybaked dominated puck possession.  
 
The Toronto Marlboros Silver Stick results were disappointing considering the program's usual lofty 
expectations and it was the first time that scouts really started questioning whether Mikey McLeod is truly the 
top forward for next year’s OHL draft. Teammate Cliff Pu and cross-GTA rival Adam Mascherin used the Silver 
Stick tournament platform to hurdle themselves up draft rankings. Pu continues to impress with each passing 
game demonstrating outstanding compete and plays a complete game. His strong hockey IQ, vision, puck skills 
and ability to create combines perfectly with his convincing defensive acumen.  Vaughan's offense leads 
through Adam Mascherin, a strong stocky forward with a lethal shot and deceptive one-on-one skills. 
Mascherin leads the GTHL by a large margin and scoring goals has become his niche.  
 
With players like Mascherin, Pu and Pastujov using these tournaments to increase their draft stock, there are 
several players who have leveled out and disappointed somewhat. Southern Tier forward Mitchell Mendonca 
has struggled to maintain his intense compete level (an attribute that impressed me early in the season) and it 
reflects in the draft rankings. Marlboros forwards Joseph Mizzi and Nicolas Sicoly are both extremely skilled 

forwards but they haven't elevated themselves to the level that they are capable of. Waterloo Wolves Logan 

Stanley and Brendan Schneider are intriguing talents in the ALLIANCE. Skating at 6-foot-5, defenseman 
Stanley seeks out opportunities to jump into the rush but it is a skill that comes with concerns. Stanley will need 
to show that his ability to commit himself defensively is as good as his puck rushing ability. Schneider is an 
undersized skilled forward with deceptive puck skills and his ability to create offense cannot be overlooked but 
I`ve been more impressed with teammate Boris Katchouk's tenacious fore check and underrated ability to 
create scoring chances in tight with deft puck skills.  
 
Other draft eligible players who made a lasting impression in the Silver Stick Tournament were: Michael 
Pezzetta (LC, Mississauga Senators), Givoni Smith (LW, Mississauga Senators), Jake O'Donnell (D, Clarington 
Toros), Eddie Schulz (LW, Halton Hurricanes), Jacob Miller (RW, Halton Hurricanes), Troy Williams (D, 
Thunder Bay Kings), Dylan Wells (G, Niagara North Stars), Jake Harris (LW, Toronto Marlboros) and Evan 
Brown (RW, Vaughan Kings).  
 
Toronto Marlboros Classic is Youngblood Hockey’s next stop over the Holiday Season.  

 
 

 

2014 OHL Draft Rankings 

By @RossyYoungblood 
 

Players not viewed are not Ranked 

 

1st Jakob Chychrun, LD  

(Toronto Jr. Canadiens, GTHL)  

2nd Adam Mascherin, LC  

(Vaughan Kings, GTHL) 

3rd Mikey McLeod, RC  

(Toronto Marlboros, GTHL) 

4th Cliff Pu, RC  

(Toronto Marlboros, GTHL) 

5th Victor Mete, LD  

(Toronto Jr. Canadiens, GTHL) 

6th Nick Pastujov, C  

(Detroit HoneyBaked, HPHL) 

7th Brandon Saigeon, LC  

(Hamilton Jr. Bulldogs, OMHA-SCTA) 

8th Cole Candella, LD 

(Vaughan Kings, GTHL) 

9th Sam Dunn, RD  

(Central Ontario Wolves, OMHA-ETA) 

10th Ben Gleason, LD  

(Detroit HoneyBaked, HPHL) 

11th Mitchell Mendonca, LC  

(Southern Tier Admirals, OMHA-SCTA) 

12th Matthew Hotchkiss, LC  

(Whitby Wildcats, OMHA-ETA) 

13th Logan Stanley, LD  

(Waterloo Wolves, ALLIANCE) 

14th Jonathan Ang, RC  

(Markham Waxers, OMHA-ETA) 

15th Tye Felhaber, LC  

(Ottawa Valley Titans, OEMHL) 

16th Jake Lawr, G 

 (Halton Hurricanes, OMHA-SCTA) 

17th Taylor Raddysh, RW  

(Toronto Marlboros, GTHL) 

18th Joseph Mizzi, RC  

(Toronto Marlboros, GTHL) 

19th Matthew Barnes, LD  

 (Barrie Jr. Colts, OMHA-ETA) 

20th Boris Katchouk, LW  

(Waterloo Wolves, ALLIANCE) 
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MONTHLY STICK TAPS 

Recognizing all the good around the league including weekly honours,  
statistical leaders and dominating performances 
 

Sting defenseman Tony DeAngelo, 67s rookie Travis Konecny,  Otters forward Dane Fox and 

goaltender Devin Williams named top players of their positions for the November. Fox`s 29 points in 
13 November games and DeAngelo's 16 points in 12 were certainly worthy of the accolades. Williams 

posted a perfect 9-0-0-0 record between the pipes with Erie and his sparkling 1.95 GAA, .925 save 
percentage and two shutouts made him virtually unbeatable. Rookie Travis Konecny picked up his 
second straight Rookie of the Month honours by potting four goals and 16 points in 11 November 
games.  
 

 
 
OHL Leading Scorers 

1. Connor Brown (ERIE) – 68P 
2. Dane Fox (ERIE) – 66P 
3. Michael Dal Colle (OSH) – 56P 
4. Sergey Tolchinsky (SSM) – 54P 
5. Scott Laughton (OSH) – 50P 

Connor McDavid (ERIE) – 50P 

Defensive Scoring Leaders 

1. Anthony DeAngelo (SAR) – 45P 
2. Darnell Nurse (SSM) –32P 
3. Trevor Carrick (MISS) – 27P 
4. Matt Finn (GUE) – 26P 
5. Aaron Ekblad (BAR) – 25P 

Spencer Abraham (ERIE) -25P 

ROOKIE LeaderS 

1. Travis Konecny (OTT) -31P 
Mitch Marner (LDN) – 31P 

3. Dylan Strome (EIRE) – 22P 
4. Nick Magyar (KIT) – 21P 
5. Andrew Mangiapane (BAR) – 18P 

 

Draft Eligible LeaderS 

1. Michael Dal Colle (OSH) – 56P 
2. Nikolay Goldobin (SAR) – 45P 

Anthony DeAngelo (SAR) – 45P 
4. Brendan Perlini (NIA) – 42P 
5. Sam Bennett (KGN) – 41P 

About The Scouting Bureau 
The Scouting Bureau is a hockey blog operated by Brendan Ross, a scout and prospect junkie known around the social media world as 

@RossyYoungblood 
 

Ross is the Manager and Associate Editor of Dobber Prospects, a one-stop website for hockey prospect information with a focus on fantasy 
hockey. In addition, Brendan has made contributions to websites that have included The Hockey Writers, The Hockey Guys, OHL Writers, 

Sarnia Sting, among others. His coverage of the Ontario Hockey League is consistent and thorough but he spends a ton of energy following 
the annual NHL Entry Draft developing complimentary guides and profiles for the general hockey public. Ross has appeared on Sportsnet’s 

FAN 590 as guest speaking on both the World Junior Championships and NHL Draft class. 
 

Thanks for following the Ontario Hockey League and good luck to all players as they continue writing their own hockey career stories. 

20 OHL PLAYERS Named 

to the 2014 CHL/NHL 

Top Prospects Game 

 
20 of the 40 draft eligible players named to 
the Top Prospects game in Calgary on 
January 15th hail from the Ontario Hockey 
League. 

 
Team Cherry 

 
Alex Nedeljkovic, G (Plymouth) 
Anthony DeAngelo, D (Sarnia) 
Roland McKeown, D (Kingston) 
Michael Dal Colle, F (Oshawa) 

Robby Fabbri, F (Guelph) 
Nikolay Goldobin, F (Sarnia) 
Ryan MacInnis, F (Kitchener) 

Matt Mistele, F (Plymouth) 
Nick Ritchie, F (Peterborough) 

 
Team Orr 

 
Aaron Ekblad, D (Barrie) 

Aaron Haydon, D (Niagara) 
Alex Peters, D (Plymouth) 
Sam Bennett, F (Kingston) 
Blake Clarke, F (North Bay) 

Eric Cornel, F (Peterborough) 
Joshua Ho-Sang, F (Windsor) 
Brendan Lemieux, F (Barrie) 

Jared McCann, F (Sault Ste. Marie) 
Brendan Perlini, F (Barrie) 

Spencer Watson, F (Kingston) 
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